






Medical Escorts

World Med Assistance provides a medical escort service for all your needs. Physicians, nurses, nurse 

anaesthetists are at your disposal for:

World Med Assistance will provide their expertise and medical logistics wherever you need it, in France as well 

as abroad, for enhanced medical security when you travel. We are professional and discreet and can adapt to 

your needs.

Our physicians and nurses are operational in just a few hours, which is the proof of our responsiveness.  

Regardless of the destination, we have the right solution.

 Medical repatriation

 Accompanying patients or the elderly on trips (plane, train, boat,  etc.) during holidays, moving, etc. 

 Accompanying celebrities or VIP

 Portable oxygen concentrator

 Multi-parameter patient monitor with built-in defibrillator 

 Transport ventilator

 Electric syringe driver 

 Pharmacy adapted to pathologies

 Immobilisation equipment: vacuum mattress, splints, cervical collars, etc.

On missions, our physicians and nurses are systematically fitted out with standard medical equipment.  

This can be completed according to the specific nature of the mission:
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Medical Repatriation

PRICE AND LOGISTICS
For medical assistance companies, industries, government services, 

NGOs, organisations or private individuals, World Med Assistance 

guarantees real responsiveness, good quality services and competitive 

prices by qualified, trained and experienced personnel.

Advantages: 

 Cost transfer: no national insurance contribution or taxes :   

   only 1 invoice

 Minimisation of risk-taking   

 Proficiency in repatriation logistics 

 Aeromedical expertise 

 Containment and reduction of the cost of repatriation 

 A single contact person 

 Civil and medical liability insurance

World Med Assistance has the logistics required to repatriate your policy holders, staff or subscribers.  

Our experience and expertise in this field guarantee medically secured, adapted and rapid repatriation while 

ensuring cost containment.

Based in Paris and open 24/7, our team analyses, coordinates and manages all the means implemented  

in the framework of missions entrusted to us worldwide.

FRANCE        FRANCE        ABROAD         ABROAD

World Med Assistance works entirely or partially  

on your repatriation dossiers:

we can manage all the means required or  

simply provide a single service:

 French medical escorts (physicians, nurses, etc.)

 Medical control and follow-up

 Airline ticketing (INCAD, MEDIF, stretchers, extra seats, WCH, etc.) 

 Air Ambulances

 Ground transport (taxi, ambulance, train, etc.) 

 Finding a place for admission

 Hotels
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Air  Ambulances 

ADVANTAGES FOR THE CLIENT       
 Cost transfer: no national insurance contribution or taxes

 A single invoice for the flight and related taxes,  
   the medical team, ambulances, etc.

 Minimisation of risk-taking

 A single contact person with the required  
   aeromedical expertise

 Differed payment

 Civil liability insurance of up to €9 M

OUR AIRCRAFTS
 4 aircrafts are available that are exclusively dedicated  

   to medical repatriation. They are all fitted with one or 2  

   stretchers, complete medical equipment (oxygen, resuscitation,   

   etc.), satellite telephone and are accompanied  by either an 

   entire medical team (physician + nurse) or just one nurse:

   Beechcraft King Air 200 (range : 1,800 km) 

   Beechcraft King Air 350 (range : 1,800 km) 

   Bombardier Learjet 45 XR (range : 3,800 km) 

   Canadair Challenger 604 (range : 7,400 km)

OUR CAPACITIES
 Availability 24h/d and 7d/wk

 Multilingual hotline 24/7

 Free estimate in less than 6 hours 

 Worldwide intervention 

 Responsiveness and reliability: take-off  
   possible within hours after request

 Sea level flight possible
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Event medical cover
When an event is being organised, medical security cannot be left to chance.

This is why World Med Assistance provides event medical services: our guarantee of medical security 

for all participants in the event.

OUR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ALL TYPES OF EVENTS

Whatever the case, World Med Assistance provides medical support that ensures rapid, adapted and effective 

intervention for all participants (artists, facilitators, athletes, staff, service providers, employees, the public) as 

needed.

Remember that event organisers are responsible for the medical security of events. 

Our physicians, nurses, physiotherapists and osteopaths will secure and reassure your participants.

 Sports

 Shows & Events 

 Corporate Events 

 Filming

 Work sites (construction, demolition, etc.)

 Private events (marriages, family meetings, etc.)

All types of events can require medical cover:

YOUR ADVANTAGES
 Experienced medical and paramedical personnel 

 Complete medical equipment

 An adapted medical system 

 A single contact person
 Enhanced medical security
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